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old fairy tale
INT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS/KITCHEN DAY-MORNING

MOM, LUCY JOHNSON, making breakfast, singing. Someone coming downstairs. She looks to hall, SON, GEORGE, college guy, sleepy coming... we go upstairs to his bedroom...

On the door written, DREAMLAND...

INT. GEORGE’S BEDROOM DAY

Threshold, written WELCOME TO DREAMLAND! it can be seen, he is gold seeker, addicted. in the room, maps, gold stories, photos, everything related to gold...

INT. GUESTROOM DAY

DAD, JOE JOHNSON, reading newspaper, looks to George passing hall through open door...

    GEORGE
    Hi Dad, good morning!

    DAD
    Morning...

Dad sighs as son passes by, not happy with him...

INT. KITCHEN DAY

    MOM
    Sonny, woke up so early?

    GEORGE
    Hi Mom, it’s 7am. I asked to wake me up early, getting late...

    MOM
    Where are you hurrying sonny? it’s weekend, you could have some rest. forest doesn’t run away as far as I know...

    DAD(O.S.)
    Yeah, you could sleep another hour, to please Mom...

This makes Mom angry, she looks towards guestroom though cant see him, replies...

(CONTINUED)
MOM
Leave him alone, he is tired, he has a right to have a rest...

INT. GUESTROOM DAY

DAD
(whispers angry)
Do whatever you please! His sons grow up we hand him safely, if he only marries to bring them... Or I’m gonna work overtime, double job till I drop into grave one day. Bye bye, pension and dreams with it damn... when this guy grows up! Oh God thanks for so much luck to my head!.../ blessing so much...

He sharply changes to next page...

INT. BATHROOM DAY

George washing face, ignoring Dad. He knows Dad doesn’t like his way of life... he dreams of finding treasure a lot...

FLASHBACK TO

HIS DREAM LAST NIGHT

EXT. FOREST DAY

George runs away, breathing scared fast, afraid of something... Finally he gets out to GRASSLAND, wonderful... He sees pile of gold, huge, shining before him, he is surprised...

BACK TO SCENE

He is brushing teeth and thinks looking at mirror...

GEORGE(V.O.)
Today I saw amazing dreams, seems lucky strike time!...

He finishes, gets out...
INT. KITCHEN DAY

George comes and kisses Mom’s cheek... She smiles happy...

GEORGE
Sorry Mom, I’m in a rush! If someone seeks I’m gone hunting into forest!...

He takes some meal, puts into package gets out...

INT. GARAGE DAY

Garage door is open, so can be seen from house windows what George is doing inside it. George takes out things, he hides from parents that he still dreams about gold, pretends hunting, though they know it and play unaware parents not to embarrass him...

INT. GUESTROOM DAY

POV OF DAD:

Dad stares behind son from window, hiding behind wall... George drops METAL DETECTOR suddenly and turns around to see if parents see it... Dad quickly hides behind wall, like a spy...

INT. KITCHEN DAY

Mom also hides behind wall at the same time... only a wall separates Dad and Mom from each other...

SPLITSCREEN-INT.KITCHEN/GUESTROOM DAY

Both relax at the same time, deep breathing...

MOM
(whispers)
Huh, sonny! we keep your secrets!
Pretty work!...

Now loud voice enough to Dad.

MOM(CONT’D)
He didn’t see you?

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

DAD
(with sarcasm)
No, don’t worry! I don’t embarrass him though he keeps me ashamed...
(now low to himself)
Tired to play unaware Dad, sonny!

MOM
Ok, that’s good! Morning spy game, huh!...

DAD
Yeah, keep on! nice game...

Mom makes mimics like blah blah blah, ignores the rest...

INT. GARAGE DAY

George puts things onto bike, air gun too, while hides gold seeking devices in a bag... closing garage...

MOM(O.S.)
Good luck, my hunter! you could eat some meal or take more! you may get hungry!...

EXT. BACKYARD DOOR DAY

George walking with bike to back road to forest...

GEORGE
(like boasting)
Hunter should get along with wild life Mom... I can survive hunger or kill some animal, don’t worry!...

INT. GUESTROOM DAY

DAD
(low to himself)
I know how you deal with life kiddy! just take more meal, for your safety, please...
INT. KITCHEN DAY

Mom sees George through open window, walking with bike back road to forest, waves hand... Calls husband...

MOM
Meal is ready, honey!

Now talks to herself low voice...

MOM(CONT’D)
My dreamy boy, needs to grow up and quit that job...

Dad enters and sits for meal...

MOM
Our kid a bit slowly growing up seems... what we’re gonna do with that?

DAD
Get some joyful toys for overgrown up kids, but no idea where to buy? over sized bed too... a fairy tale book to read at nights till he falls asleep...

Looks at Mom, who is smiling of joke...

DAD(CONT’D)
But you read, don’t count on me... I’m done with this guy.

MOM
I’m serious, stop talking like that honey!

DAD
Stop calling him a kid, he is grown up man damn, cant you see? Time to wake him up!... kick out into mess called life to feel reality, to get used to it... while we’re here to backup... change pants when he pees off.

PAUSE... Now trying to be calm...

DAD(CONT’D)
When we are going to say we know what he is doing there, in the forest, hah?

(CONTINUED)
Mom stops smiling and in an orderly voice...

MOM
Don’t dare! Don’t spoil my son’s dreamy world...

DAD
His world is sleeping much than usual... it’s time to think of his future seriously like all grownups do... damn where we went wrong? how he got to this dream world so far and we didn’t notice it?... You didn’t let me be tough with him all time...

MOM
He has time still, just a college boy... Grows up soon, don’t worry!

DAD
I’m gonna remind you this, when you keep lulling him at nights few years later still... time to clean up his shit himself... or we need a doc to tell him this maybe!

Mom looks through window, ignoring Dad, enjoying funny Son, whom NEIGHBOR DOG is biting pants...

EXT. NEIGHBOR BACKYARD DAY

George kicks off doggy and falls down, raises up quickly looking around. Doggy keeps barking and biting his pants...

GEORGE
Stay off! damn! I’ve a gun! Let me go! oh shit, you just tore out my 50 bucks pants, now you’re gonna pay!

He gets away riding bike to highland...

INT. KITCHEN DAY

POV OF MOM:

She watches George through window, in the b.g of talking Dad, ignoring him...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE (O.S.)
Oh, no way! Ouch...

SOUND bike falls down behind highland, George also falls screaming, not seen... Mom mimics be careful, while Dad keeps talking to her...

MOM
(whispers to herself)
Oh, my poor boy! Lucky start of the day!

Dad stops talking suddenly...

DAD
What?...

Looks at her, she tries to ease situation, hiding her ignorance to his talk...

MOM
Yeah, he’s a bit kiddy, we should do something with it. you’re right I agree...

DAD
Ok, now I got. No one is listening me here. I quit damn...

He stops eating, stands up to leave, she tries to fix her fault...

MOM
What? stop... we’ll do something, don’t worry!

DAD
You’re even not listening to what I’m saying...

MOM
No, I was... I...

DAD
(interrupting)
I changed the topic already, but you’re busy with your own mind...

MOM
Oh, that’s how it is, really? what you were talking about?

Dad opens hands wide like, here is a proof...
DAD
I said you didn’t listen to me... I was still talking about our trouble kid...

MOM
Oh, come on! I’m tired of the same old talk... Are you kidding me?

EXT. ROAD DAY

George goes off the main road, turning to the side of forest.

EXT. FOREST DAY

George walking with bike, looking around, sees hunter, MIKE, 40s, tough like, idiot look, loser man, who doesn’t confess it... George sighs as Mike annoys him always... Mike’s DOG shows teeth to George... Mike comes to him...

MIKE
Well, well, well! Seems weekend has come! we never miss idiots like you but you keep coming... did you find any gold over there?

PAUSE... like waits a reply, touches bag, checks inside...

MIKE(CONT’D)
I should spy you, if hiding gold in some place for future! you don’t need it now, do you? as far as I know you don’t need it, daddy’s sonny! he supports you till your kids grow up, then they do till your wife gets old to pension age. it’ll be enough for two, right?

POV OF GEORGE:

Mike waving hands while talking, George is blinking eyes or afraid, Mike will beat or stick fingers into eyes... Mike stops walking around, in front of him, face to face...

MIKE(CONT’D)
Is it your plan for life, George? but my million bucks question is, how a loser, you, can find a girl to marry?... how?

FREEZE FRAME MIKE’S FACE.

(CONTINUED)
George doesn’t dare to reply, so thinks...

GEORGE (V.O.)
Lets sum up, you’re alone, not working, we don’t differ much except our ages... I hope I aint that much loser!

MIKE
Be man, like me, hunt! don’t keep dreaming nonsense!

GEORGE
I just want to pass by silently, you wont hear even my breath!

MIKE
Anyway, I don’t care! just make sure you pass by traps silently! Don’t trouble me, or you gonna have a big trouble, that’s me! and your daddy cant help here, you got me?

Georges nods yes...

MIKE (CONT’D)
Well, that’s it... let’s go Johnny!

He calls dog after himself, George tries to recall...

GEORGE
It was Susan last week, isn’t it?

MIKE
Don’t mention her, she left him, a tragedy! I could call him George, then it would be comedic tragedy!

George sighs, Mike smiles, glad to annoy him again...

MIKE (CONT’D)
Seems today isn’t a lucky day! I saw loser that early! Bet I wont catch even a fly... By the way...

He turns back to George, talks coming back...

MIKE (CONT’D)
Don’t touch my hollow, I dug for deer! if you see her in it let me know. I may start talking nice to you, be friends and even show you my collection of hunt!I have an account with her...

(CONTINUED)
EXT. FOREST DAY

Mike aiming DEER through rifle scope, smiles... A GROUNDHOG is before him, blinks eyes fast, standing on 2 feet... Mike notices it with other eye, whispers...

MIKE
Shhh... Honey, Miky hunting!

Groundhog, breaks stick it has on hands, making A HARSH SOUND ECHOING... Deer raises head up alert, Groundhog looking at Mike breathing fast, blinks AN EYE to Mike... He is surprised how it can blink an eye... Deer disappears, he refocuses on scope... Silence, Mike feels game started, seeks for the Deer, laughs...

MIKE
Oh well, you guys, talked to trick me? smart, I’m gonna find you my deer, be sure of it. just matter of time!... where are you sweetie? come out, here! no? there, you’re!

He checks places, nothing... He smells shit of Deer, smiles, behind TREE something moving...

MIKE
Oh my poor, so scared? don’t be, I’ll be nice with you! and put your skin on top of my collection as a respect! here you’re!

He goes behind tree fast, nothing, he jumps on SHIT of deer, hates it...

MIKE
Damn, tricky animal... She’s sense of humor, damn.

Looks around, puts rifle down... steps left leg on a flat stone, like 20cm high on ground... Suddenly, through bushes, from right side, Deer comes to him jumping high to kick...

SLOW MOTION

Mike leans back not to get kicked by Deer’s front legs, but his left leg stays there on stone still... Deer passes by him from front with front legs, he manages escaping kick...

(CONTINUED)
MIKE
Oh, shittt...

Deer with front legs steps on his left leg toes, he screams... Mike leans forward now as a result of this... We see Deer passing by him, from front side, his mouth open wide screaming... Now Deer’s rear legs come from below his jaw, kick hard upward...

NORMAL MOTION

He jumps up high and falls down dropping 2 teeth off mouth... His screaming, gets shut down, by strong kick, he goes faint...

EXT. FOREST GRASSLAND DAY

Grassland is wide open almost, some trees around, mountain starts there. So thick forest then grassland and then mountain with a small pool or waterfall lake beneath it.

Mike laid down on top of rock, 150 feet up, to get better view of 4 DEER down on grassland... he feels some shadow behind left side, thinks who could be that, turns back... it’s deer above him, blinks ONE EYE...

MIKE
(idiot look)
Did you blink an eye?

Deer kicks down front right leg to his face sharp...His head turns away, goes down, eyeballs rolling up into head, he faints. a TOOTH drops down to stones... SOUND of falling tooth echoes, 4 deer look at tooth falling down alerted and keep feeding...

EXT. FOREST DAY

Mike now in deep thick forest inside, smiles iron teeth seen, aiming scope a BEAR not far... Mike behind a fallen tree... lays down onto it and smells deer shit... he leans forward and sees a huge pile of it just below tree... he shows angry 3 iron teeth... he shakes head, refocuses on hunt, bear is gone, panics seeking for it... finds it but looking straight to him... he looks to the right, to camera, like why it’s staring at me?... he shakes head again, looks on scope, bear waving hand like bye-bye... he again shakes head like am I dreaming... deer behind, he feels and sighs... deer kicks his ass, he turns around standing up, gets a strong kick into stomach, next lower... he screams in pain putting gun down...

(CONTINUED)
MIKE
Oh, ouch, again you...

Deer kicks full force with rear legs right below jaw hard, he flies back over tree, screams, 2 teeth fly away from mouth... rolls one time and goes with face down onto deer shit, his scream is interrupted with this... he raises head up...

MIKE
I felt you, hunter instinct never lies...

He goes faint saying...

MIKE(CONT’D)
Damn, you are too smart for an animal.../ for a deer

END FLASHBACK

BACK TO SCENE

Mike holding George hands tight recalling it, like gone mad...

MIKE
Maybe you don’t trust, but she has brain, a lot of brain here...

He points head, meaning deer is smart...

MIKE(CONT’D)
Be careful, let the specialist deal with it... she cost much pain and money...

He shows 5 iron teeth angrily scratching them...

MIKE(CONT’D)
But I know God is there, fair with all, he will let me revenge soon and that day closer and closer...

He looks up like dreaming of that day, eyes happy, refocuses on speech, slaps chest of George, and smiles...

MIKE(CONT’D)
Ok son, good luck... remember, if you see deer just let me know it. We become friends fast and I start talking nice to you, loser... ok, be back soon.../ignore the fact you’re loser

(CONTINUED)
Mike goes his way. George stays behind, then goes his way whispering...

GEORGE
Maybe problem is less brain you have? idiot, gone mad with this deer, she has brain... huh, of course she’s smarter than idiot, like you, who has less brain than average deer... /no brain you have

MIKE (O.S.)
Hey, don’t dare even to talk behind me, I can hear you!

George jumps up scared, looks back and...

GEORGE
Oh, how could I think of it?

MIKE
Yeah! forgot, you can’t think that far... that’s good, hahaha...

George sighs...goes on...

EXT. FOREST-NEAR TRAP HOLLOW DAY

George enjoys view, touches anything interesting... acts like kid, even checks stones like if inside gold, mad about gold so seeks for it anywhere... suddenly some sharp movement and animal VOICE heard... he stops, listens...

GEORGE
If bear? too deep inside... don’t panic, take the gun, time to hunt.

He paints face black stripes like soldiers on mission, cool face, hunter ready... takes out air gun for juniors, knife in other hand... He moves to the side of voice, screams to increase spirit of hunter...

GEORGE
AAAAAh... come on!

Soon breathing scared and moves slowly, knife in mouth, gun in hands... it’s behind tree, high grass... he goes that way... suddenly he falls down...
INT. TRAP HOLLOW DAY

...into the HOLLOW covered with leaves, grass, hunter
dug, 3x6x3m... he yelps in pain as knife cuts lips a bit,
drops it 3 feet away and it sticks on ground... he opens
mouth seeing what is there, audience thinks bear, some WILD
SOUND not clear bear or something else?...

GEORGE
Oh, here you are, cool...

POV OF GEORGE:

Reveal, the Deer stands looking at him, kicks on ground,
with antlers pushing ground like ready to fight... George
goes forward to take knife and deer attacks kicking him onto
chest not strong... he falls back against wall...

GEORGE
Wow... hey, hey easy! I just want
to take what I dropped, I aint
hunter... Oh, this is air gun for
kids, a toy...

He drops it and looks up to see how he can help deer to get
out...

GEORGE(CONT’D)
You know I help you... I do it for
free, you did me a favor to make
him sick of me... he kills me, what
am I doing, damn...

He hesitates and looks at deer, she’s silent, but like
begging for help... George talks taking sticks from top of
hollow used for hiding it... he’s making a ladder from them
in the corner, against wall hard sticking them into walls of
corner from top to down 1 by 1...

GEORGE(CONT’D)
damn I’ll help. I promise to pay
with gold I’ll find many years
later if he gives me a chance. I
hope he buys that shit though he
doesn’t seem to be that much
idiot...

He makes 4 ladders from top to down, pushes last one against
wall...

GEORGE
I think now you can go over it...
ladder is ready for service... now
problem is how to drive you up...

(CONTINUED)
Deer steps back, George notices STEP SOUNDS while fixing ladders...

Now from his front view seen in the b.g. deer ready to run, kicking ground... he thinks what she’s doing behind, raises eye bow up, guessing, an idea hits his mind...

GEORGE (CONT’D)
Oh, no... Don’t dare! /she can’t think of it!

Deer jumps over his body, makes on his back 3 steps, he screams, steps on fist which holds stick... he shakes hand screaming.... deer gets up through ladders...

GEORGE (CONT’D)
Ouch... hurts... damn...

Lastly deer pushes ground on edge of hollow, some soil falls down... a GOLD COIN falls with it, gets covered with more falling soil on ground, audience sees, George doesn’t... audience thinks it was under edge ground of hollow, actually it drops from beneath of deer foot, gets revealed later logically...

GEORGE
Oh this is your thanks to me? I knew goodness never pays off... great thanks! you’re tricky smart enough. he was right... how she could think of this?

He takes off shirt, has 3 blue marked steps on his back... he tries to look at them but can’t, hears dog BARKING, Mike is nearby... he throws things out, gets up...

We again see on ground at the corner half of gold coin shining...

EXT. FOREST DAY

Mike coming inside forest path, checks his trap, no prey, angry... dog barking near him...

EXT. FOREST GRASSLAND DAY

George riding away his bike, now speeding up as downward going, cant manage bike, he falls down rolling forward, he gets up quick. through bushy place where path ends, right beneath mountain, GRASSLAND wide open place, no trees seen to him, attracts... He walks that way, unnoticed to him,
bushes open way to him like a gate to Grassland under them, they slowly go up when he comes close and behind him they close the way like a wonder world gates. he gets through, behind thick bushes again...

he stops wondering, he was here or not before, not sure... place is like in dreams, near a lake or waterfall... he drops things and washes face... sits awhile and takes out device, searches for gold near mountain rocks... sees the deer feeding grass near, not afraid of him...

GEORGE
Oh I see you’re shameless... that was nice of you, how many marks you left on my back do you know... not counting the one on my fist for helping you...

He shows fist, stares at the deer... she doesn’t pay attention, looks at him from time to time... he feels he’s talking like idiot to an animal and shakes hand like never mind... talks keeping search...

GEORGE(CONT’D)
No need to thank, I just revenged that asshole for annoying me... he kills me... don’t worry I’ll pay him... if I find gold here any soon, I aint in a rush... I can wait, the main thing is to have faith in it... but I don’t know if he can wait...

Now in a low voice, afraid someone else hears...

GEORGE(CONT’D)
Do you know any gold place here, tell me please if you know?...

He stares at deer, she also stops, looking at him awhile, resumes feeding grass...

He sighs, like what stupid am I, keeps searching, comes below rock with detector... he sings whistling, hears SOUND of deer steps on the rock over him...

stops as some GOLD COINS fall onto his fist, head... 3-4 coins making echo sound as they fall down on rocks and shine... he’s astonished, checks them with detector, it’s gold, tries again... he takes some surprised, raises head up...

sees above him the deer on the rock looking at him... silence, deer again kicks on rock, he jumps up scared...

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

GEORGE

Huh...

Under foot she drops 6-7 coins, one falls down onto his face... George speechless, open mouth seconds and catches his head like getting mad...

GEORGE

Oh my God, I’m losing mind... got sick with gold fever, it got me all... oh my God I’m just 18, what’s my sin... everywhere I see coins, I quit it just get me healed please...

He runs away madly to water, washes face, it doesn’t help... deer opens wide eyes like surprised of such fool...

George puts head into water and back, looks to coins still there...

deer now feeding grass, ignorant, he comes to her, takes her leg and looks underneath, no hole or coins... he knocks it with a stone deer slightly shakes leg disliking it... he lets it go, sad of news he just found, diagnoses...

GEORGE

Right, I got mad... it all seems to me...

He sighs, imagines what is gonna happen next...

FLASH FORWARD:

HIS IMAGINATION

EXT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS DAY

MEDICAL EMERGENCY there, 4 MEDICS taking out George, while he makes some stupid things, a STONE COIN he holds, checks it biting...

Medics try to take it away... Mom crying in a comedic way... Dad proudly standing like I warned you of this...

neighbors laughing, in the center, Mike is laughing...

MIKE

Loser lost the last, the least thing he had... not much failure, you lost nothing important, it was small enough not to regret.../no one noticed it

(CONTINUED)
George thinks scared and suddenly laughs...

GEORGE
Oh wait... someone is kidding me?
where is camera... I bought it,
come on get out... I lost you won,
great job guys, I totally believed,
yeah it was nice funny and scary...
which TV show? I got fooled, agree.
where are you guys, come out...

He looks around seeking for camera, waving high hands,
checking under stones... Deer in the b.g talks to him behind...

DEER
Are you enough now?...

George looks back over shoulder one time, fast checking no woman there, replies...

GEORGE
Hi, not your business...

He stops scared, looks back at deer surprised like who just spoke... he looks around if someone else is there, none...

GEORGE
(slowly scared)
Excuse me?...

Deer raises head up looking at him...

DEER
Gold is enough?...

George jumps of scary event, DEER TALKING... sits back on grass falling...

GEORGE
What... did you speak just?...

DEER
If you don’t mind, I want to thank you with gold to pay hunter and for saving my life...

GEORGE
Severe level of sickness, or... oh shit, how is that... it seems, get lost...

(CONTINUED)
George catches head like I got mad... closes eyes, opens back... deer sighs like what a foolish man...

DEER
Have you ever heard about golden leg deer... she’s my grandma, now I’ve that as heiress from Mom!

Deer jumps to rock, ECHO SOUND of coin, a coin falls down flying to chest of George who catches it scared... bites to check, pure gold... George smiles...

GEORGE
Hi, I’m George... and you don’t believe it... I’m really glad to meet you...

EXT. FOREST-NEAR TRAP HOLLOW DAY

Mike checks a trap, sighs nothing caught...

he comes near hollow, sees traces, footsteps, runs glad prey in hollow... finds out it’s touched... he knows there was animal in it...

MIKE
You just gave me a cause idiot! I say life’s hunt... you hunt or get hunted. choose one you can play. and you chose very wrong one... runaway if you can if I get you. I will get you, you regret to be man alike in this world!

EXT. GRASSLAND DAY

George hears VOICE of Mike near, too late, he’s scared...

deer looks that way hearing voice and movements...

DEER
See you tomorrow. thanks good man for helping me... take coins to pay him, I’ll wait you here...

GEORGE
Ok, thanks too, but...

He picks up coins, raises head to say something, but deer gone...

in the b.g. Mike coming up talking, while George’s hiding coins to his bag...

(CONTINUED)
MIKE
You loser, how you dare to let my prey out. it could be deer, it could be bear or something very huge, what was it?

Mike turns George around, catches throat and raises him up... ready to punch face, George closes eyes scared turns away face...

MIKE (CONT’D)
To your luckiness, I’m in bad mood today... nothing in traps, so I thought I should kill some animal no matter what animal it is...

Mike slowly stops talking as a gold coin between their faces show up... he looks at it, ignoring George, drops him and takes coin, bites...

GEORGE
I hope this changes your mood... I think you can buy some skin to add into hunt collection to be proud, what you say.../pest skin?

MIKE
Where you got it, is it real? how many coins, seems pure gold. how luck struck you... how it dared?

GEORGE
I don’t count your preys, though know without count... it’s enough to dream of... found under ground, digging...

He packs up things and leaves... Mike surprised, checks again and looks around, no holes... Mike’s thoughtful, smiles...

MIKE
So you say, you dug, no holes I see!

INT. TRAP HOLLOW DAY

Mike fixing the hollow, removes ladder, cleans ground...

he sees the half open coin shiny, takes it out, bites... he thinks, smiles showing iron teeth...
MIKE
Well this gets more interesting...

EXT. LOMBARD DAY

Lombard office, located at edge of city, some criminals run it. George shows up at corner, hesitates, to go back, then goes in...

CUT TO:

INT. LOMBARD DAY

ASH TRAY, heavy smoker, 30s mid, tall enough, idiotic view, smokes to face of George looking at, like what you lost here...

ASH TRAY
What kiddy, how can I help you?...

George takes out coins and drops awkwardly, scared a bit, Ash Tray also opens wide eyes, eye bow moves upward...

GEORGE
Do you buy them? how much worth they are...

ASH TRAY
Well, actually we don’t buy gold without proper papers... we give loans mostly, do you have document for them...because we can’t...

2nd guy, SMITH, 30, 160sm short, stops Ash Tray, looking at coins...

SMITH
Perhaps I could talk to client...
and you could finish your smoke outside what you say...

Their eyes meet and Ash Tray smiles to George and gets away... Smith turns to George...

SMITH(CONT’D)
Excuse rudeness of our Ash Tray, he is new in this job, not aware of our new policies... I’m Smith, how can I help you, Mr...
CONTINUED: 22.

GEORGE
George, just... George Johnson...

LATER

Guys watch George leaving out, they discuss it...

SMITH
Pure gold for a loser like this, too much what you say?

ASH TRAY
Yeah, strange coins... I don’t recall any sign like this?

He points to coins, footstep view of deer, but they don’t get it yet...

EXT. LOMBARD DAY

George gets out, shakes money happy, drives away bike...

From other side of road, a JEEP stops, Mike gets out... shaking 2 coins in hand, approaches the door...

INT. LOMBARD DAY

Someone shows up behind door...

ASH TRAY
Someone coming...

Talk interrupted as Mike enters. he comes to the front box and drops the coins...

guys stare at each other and smile to him while he stands proud more like idiot...

SMITH
Seems good hunting was for someone today...

MIKE
Yeah, couple of animals... oh yeah, and these coins, give me price...

SMITH
Ok, just wait a moment...

Smith looks at Ash Tray, like it gets more interesting...

(CONTINUED)
Mike gets out and they talk...

ASH TRAY
Two losers same coins at a time not a coincidence, we should spy them! better spy kid, this looks tough, he’ll be a problem, though looks idiot... kiddy is ok... he brought more coins means he has found more...

Smith now thoroughly examining coins under MAGNIFIED SCOPE...

SMITH
Yeah, strange where they made this kind of coins... I’ve never seen, the mint is like deer step sign... do you know any country like deerland?

They laugh...

ASH TRAY
Only in fairy tales... we need to spy him! damn how I like treasure hunting games, huh! it’s gonna be hot adventure! we should find his address today...

SMITH
Sure, and I know where to seek...

Ash Tray looking dreamy about treasure, slaps palms with appetite...

ASH TRAY
Come on, surprise me, where?...

SMITH
Near forest damn, how am I smart enough, hahaha....

EXT. HOUSE OF MIKE DAY

Jeep stops... Mike gets out, shaking 2 coins in palm and gun on shoulder, enters house cool chewing gum...
INT. HOUSE HALL DAY

Mike puts gun on table, and from upstairs, old woman SCREAMS calling him, mom of Mike...

    MOM(O.S.)
    Mikyyy....

Mike gets scared, drops coins and picks up, no view of cool hunter anymore, gets off chewing gum...

    MIKE
    (in a low nice voice)
    Yeah Mommy...

    MOM(O.S.)
    Come up, did you hunt anything?...

Mike runs upstairs, childish glad eyes, boasting for the surprise he has...

MOVE TO

INT. BEDROOM OF MOM DAY

    MIKE
    Yeah mom, look at these coins, pure gold! 500$ each worth...

MOM, late 60s, scary, angry gets up from bed in the center, takes one sharp and bites... leaves deep tooth mark in coin biting it strong...

    MOM
    Hmmm, which one you found first? this... put it in square as a souvenir first luck to the loser sonny! 2nd one make a hole, I’ll wear as necklace... you are gonna find more, aren’t you?...

    MIKE
    Yeah mom, be sure, we will be rich!

    MOM
    Yeah good, I thought so... now go prepare meal. hey look out, don’t shit out this time, ok!/ wet out...

Mike scared, nods yes and goes down running, on toes silently fast...

SERIES OF SHOTS
INT. HIGH TECH STORE DAY
George buying high tech notebook, expensive smart-phone, things he dreamed...

INT. FAST FOOD DAY
George eats fast foods much, table is full of meal, all drop surprised look at him passing by...

EXT. SHOPPING STORES CHAIN DAY
He is passing by carrying things he bought, enters one store happy...
END SERIES OF SHOTS

EXT. JOHNSONS BACKYARD SUNDAY-MORNING
George heading to forest, Mom comes out, he smiles...

GEORGE
Mom, wish me luck... here what I earned!... actually what’s left...

He hands some money to her, she wonders...

MOM
Where you found it George...

GEORGE
I didn’t find it... I found gold, exchanged... spent some, please buy something you want...

MOM
But here too much son...

Dad comes looking at the money, he wonders...

DAD
Sonny. it’s too much money here...

George proud and smiles...

GEORGE
Dreams are paying off, mom.../just paying off

Dad speechless, wants to ask, but George riding away too far...

(CONTINUED)
MOM
You see... you called him total loser, look what he has got!...

DAD
(troublesome)
Seems sun’s rising other side today... I hope it’s all for good cause!

MOM
You aren’t glad for son’s luck even?

DAD
Just easy money brings problems, I’m afraid for that only...

MOM
You don’t like his way of life, don’t you?...

Dad sighs like oh come on, they go disputing to house...

EXT. ROAD DAY
George singing, riding bike turns off the road, to the forest side... Lombard guys stop their jeep on edge, spying him behind...

he enters forest, they follow him running...

After them, Mike shows up behind thick bushes, smiles...

MIKE
Well... hunt getting hot, a rabbit 2 dogs and a hunter. who wins?

EXT. FOREST-NEAR TRAP HOLLOW DAY
2 guys follow George, soon lose him... wandering around, both fall into the hollow screaming...

above them Mike shows up laughing...

MIKE
Doggies in trap, well, well. it’s getting more interesting I saw you guys somewhere. what the hell you are doing here? in my forest?

(CONTINUED)
SMITH
Nothing just walking. help us to get out! please...

MIKE
Walking you say? huh, or following that piece of shit... now come on what you all know? what interested you here?...

They say nothing, Mike knows they also smell the gold...

MIKE(CONT’D)
Ok, you guys think till I come, or I may not come... don’t worry bear won’t jump in, he knows he can’t get out and die hungry... or you two can feed him up till spring, when I come to collect bones. bye kids, don’t walk in forest, did parents teach for that?...

SOUND of bear not far heard, Mike signs here it’s coming, moves away, guys panic... He follows George, silently walking towards mountain...

EXT. GRASSLAND DAY

GEORGE
Deer, you’re here? come out please...

He looks around, deer just above him on rock, kicks on it... like firework 20-30 coins spread out... IN SLOW MOTION fall down onto George and nearby like rain! he smiles enjoying, surprised watches them fall like rain onto him... he picks up them...

GEORGE
I need more for things I dreamed...

DEER
I can get you any amount you want but don’t get used to easy money... it hurts you only, this is my advice to you...

George isn’t listening, picking up coins gladly with some panic...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Yeah, I just need some for my
dreams and need, then I’ll stop...

Deer jumps down onto grass, whispers to herself, heard a bit
to George too...

DEER
Human beings are never enough. I
hope you can stop!

George interests with secret of it...

GEORGE
How you do that? I mean, is there
secret for it?

DEER
I just want that’s enough, if I
don’t want nothing happens...

GEORGE
Cool... I need some to buy a car,
pay loans on house, my study... if
you help me, I won’t need to work
at all, please...

Mike hiding in the bushes, not far... he watches it
surprised, eyes playing, whispers...

MIKE
Now hunting prey changed... I knew
you are some special type of deer,
I was right! hunter instinct never
lies... huh, no one believes if I
tell it, and I won’t tell!

DEER
I can, but are you sure? easy come
easy go... it may hurt you, people
around you. you may get used to it,
this wont last long. I give you as
much as I think enough to thank
your goodness...

GEORGE
Please this is to solve my troubles
and get the attention of girl I
dream, then I will stop...

DEER
From experience I know... ok, I’ll
please you this time, be sure!

(CONTINUED)
Deer runs from stone to stone around him, on grass, George picking up coins, they fall over him like sparkling water drops, he opens hands welcoming the luck... stares to heaven and screams...

GEORGE
Wow, I’m lucky man in the world!

MIKE
Enjoy it kiddo, she’s right, it won’t last long...

INT. LOMBARD DAY

2 guys staring at George, so much coins before them... Smith smiles and looks to Ash Tray...

Ash Tray wide open mouth, cant talk... Smith pushes...

SMITH
Ash offer our loyal client higher rate for coming back to us again!

Ash Tray gets the point, nods ok... George smiles happy...

Ash Tray smokes cigar steaming out, but not to face of George now...

ASH TRAY
We’re honored to serve you Sir, as you keep coming back to us...

George takes money, heads to the door, a MAN enters, both hit shoulders... the man, LEADER, 50s, tricky face, wears glass as wanted by 4 states of US...

both excuse like gentlemen, George gets out...

Leader comes and guys hide coins, Ash Tray drops a coin, Smith sighs... Leader hears coin dropping SOUND, leans over the counter to see it... looks at them, like why hiding it... Ash Tray takes coin, hands it with idiot smile...

LEADER
Beautiful, is it pure gold?

ASH TRAY
Yeah, we wanted to surprise you... to tell you about it later!

LEADER
Well you got me surprised, thanks! where you got it? oh, that loser who just left?
SMITH
Yeah, seems he has lots of it!
exchanged yesterday too...

LEADER
And when you guys were planning to
tell me?

Both hint to each other, Leader sighs...

LEADER(CONT’D)
(talking to himself)
Trust isn’t problem with idiots,
the problem is their brain...

EXT. CAR SELLING CENTER DAY

George buying a car, he tries one after one... he talks to
the SELLER...

GEORGE
This I will buy...

SELLER
Ok, sir... but it costs 50000$,
maybe you choose affordable one?

GEORGE
It isn’t a problem, you take cash?

He opens his bag to show it, Seller now gladly sits to car
boasting its features...

EXT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS DAY

George stops new car before house, Mom gets out wondering,
Dad a bit curious... he hugs Mom, feels Dad is still not
happy... they enter house, Dad follows them thoughtful
watching new car...

INT. KITCHEN NIGHT

Parents, son, and SISTER, 14s, of George at dinner... Mom
knows dad is bothered, all know it but wait who starts the
talk first...

DAD
So you found coins in forest?

Mom looks at him like not now please. Son gets it and
smiles...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Yes there, just below the mountain.
finally dreams paid off... I really
hope everyone here is glad for
that.

He stares to Dad...

GEORGE(CONT’D)
And don’t accuse me in doing
something wrong, do you dad?

Dad feels time to talk openly... Mom looks like, don’t do it...

DAD
George, I’m really glad for it...
but easy money isn’t going to be
easy all time, it has costs hidden
sometimes... it may hurt you...
isn’t it better to get a summer job
or internship? soon you finish
college, time to think of it too...

GEORGE
Dad I have a job, and this is
result of it. I know it won’t last
long, let me finish this while I
study... then I will start working
or open my own business, ok?

DAD
I’m bothered for your future son...

GEORGE
Then let me solve it myself. I’m
building it this way if you don’t
mind it... hey mom I’ve money to
pay loans for the house... now we
own it, no more loans...

Dad stops, as son changes the talk, sighs... puts his towel
on table, goes out...

All silent, as mood goes low... Mom awfully smiles to show
she’s glad for it...

George also gets up, leaves and Mom sighs, smiles to
daughter like, oh these men...
INT. GEORGE’S BEDROOM NIGHT

George enters with bag in hand... opens it, takes out new bought things, money around 100000$... opens BOX, puts money into it, smells them happy and falls down to bed...

EXT. COLLEGE DAY

George has new Smartphone, notebook, guys around watching, new car also crowded...

the boss of faculty, ANDREW SCOTT, cool guy, coming angry to see who is new tough guy, he is unaware?

FLASHBACK TO

DREAMS OF GEORGE

SERIES OF SHOTS

INT. SPORTING HALL DAY

Andrew and George boxing... SLOW MOTION, George wins with strong punch into face, Andrews face shakes, drops a tooth... NORMAL MOTION, Andrew falls sharp...

Now in wrestling circle, George throws over his body Andrew sharp away... IN SLOW MOTION, Andrew flying over George, scared, screaming... NOW NORMAL MOTION, Andrew gets down fast and yelps in pain like a cat VOICE...

EXT. FOOTBALL STADIUM DAY

George attacking as forwarder, kicks hard to corner of gate, Andrew jumps to save but falls down a bit touching it, it goes to top corner. Audience applauds goal... George celebrating it, Andrew hits ground angry... George comes to local TV camera kissing it, showing GOLD MEDAL for Champions... FREEZE FRAME happy face of George, kissing medal...

GEORGE(V.O.)
Oh, these are my sweetie dreams that became already wishes...

BACK TO SCENE

Andrew, gets into crowd, sees George and laughs loud...

(CONTINUED)
ANDREW
Oh, what! you all enjoying this clown? I thought some tough guy showed up to challenge me! a loser is still loser no matter how many things you put on him...

Now pushes George talking...

ANDREW (CONT’D)
Hey you, think you’re cool guy once you change wear... buy some stuff for the money of Daddy?... hey, come on talk to me...

POV OF SOMEONE:

SOMEONE comes close behind Andrew... George silent smiling, ignorant and someone behind Andrew pushing his shoulder...

Andrew pushes off his hand not looking back, someone keeps knocking shoulder with palm and Andrew turns back saying...

ANDREW
Stay off me damn who you...

His voice goes silent, reveal, huge 5 TOUGH GUYS there... George’s new friends hired for money, he has foreseen this too...

GUY#1
Stay away from our friend, you got it? or you are gonna deal with him.

They show SMALL GUY among them, but tough athletic, Andrew loses words...

Small guy comes closer to him, Andrew steps back afraid, falls down back kicking pavement edge... all laugh...

ANDREW
Ok, this is how it is? hired some nurses, see you soon loser...

He walks away, all laughing at him, guys smile... they exchange 5 with George and go their way...

FLASHBACK TO:
EXT. SIDEWALK BETWEEN BLOCKS DAY—EARLIER

George walks on sidewalk, between 2 buildings 5 tough guys with tattoos seen... George passes by ignorant, a second later leans back at corner of building, poking up his head to see them... they look at him like angry and come closer very fast like to beat him...

CUT TO:

A BIT LATER

He shakes hands with them, pays money for the job they will do for him...

BACK TO SCENE:

On other side of street, in jeep Leader with his guys watching...

INT. JEEP DAY

LEADER
Loser is changing, money changes anyone I say you...

He looks at guys who stare at him like not getting the point and...

LEADER (CONT’D)
But doesn’t help much, at least to you guys... follow that guy...

EXT. COLLEGE PARKING LOT DAY

Andrew turns on engine, it doesn’t start, he gets angry...

window of car gets knocked, Leader there... Andrew opens it and looks at him...

ANDREW
Who the hell you are? no change to give a beggar, not in gentle mood.

LEADER
Easy kiddy! if I want money, I just take it. I’m ruthless compared to those nurses. they are nice soft angels...

He takes throat of Andrew out and seriously...

(CONTINUED)
LEADER (CONT'D)
If you mess with our friend, then you’ll see me again... and I aint one of those damn law enforcement guys... got the point?

He shows pistol on waist under suit, Andrew tries to get out of his catch, scared... Leader signs with hand like aiming to shoot him and releases him...

LEADER
Go kiddy, mind your study, grow up!

Andrew gets angry and whispers to himself...

ANDREW
This loser is messing up with big guys, I gotta pass damn... how he got so much luck in a weekend...

EXT. COLLEGE YARD DAY
George is watching a girl, MARY, at the yard of college... all there reading books, chatting, she is among girls... his friend MATHEW JACOBS, trying to help him...

MATHEW
She won’t refuse you just go! talk nice, then ask when she is free...

GEORGE
I aint sure of it... oh she is heading this way, coming to us? Oh, looking at me?...

He turns back to avoid her look, Mathew pushing him to meet her...

MATHEW
Don’t hide coward. this is sign of luck! she is coming your way... at the end kisses lips or slaps face, 50/50 chance... better than any lottery, try it...

GEORGE
No, not this time... she’s just passing by, let’s go! I aint ready!

MATHEW
Maybe luck should call you before coming?... /luck should wait till you make up...

(CONTINUED)
Both push each other with shoulders...

MARY
George, can you hold on for a moment please!

They stop, Mathew pushes him... George is excited and turns slowly.

GEORGE
Erh, calling me?

MARY
Is there anyone else called George?

She smiles approaching him and George looks around losing words...

MARY (CONT’D)
I heard you bought a car! news only about you today, I’m glad for you! I wanted to ask you something...

GEORGE
Anything you want, thanks...

MARY
We’re planning some trip to forest this weekend... and we would like to have some guide... we heard you are specialist in this and live near it. can you help us with this?

GEORGE
Eh, I, I aint that much skilled, I don’t know...

Mathew joins conversation...

MATHEW
Of course he will... sorry he’s humble man or pretends, but he’s glad to help you! hey do you mind if I also join you... 2 guides are more helpful than 1 what you say? besides I work for free, no gas or fuel needed, naturally green tech...

They all laugh of funny words...
MARY
We welcome anyone, it’s ok... so we’ll talk about it tomorrow after college what you say?

GEORGE
Yeah, of course, sure...

Mary looking at his image changed...

MARY
Thanks for help! hey you got new image, it’s cool! I go then, bye!

BOTH
Bye, bye...

She waves hand bye bye, walks away... looks over shoulder
George still watching her and she smiles, joining girls... they also notice and laugh with her looking at guys...

MATHEW
Wow, luck striking you nonstop, my friend! just let it do its job... we’re going to forest this weekend! here chance to get her heart...

George watching Mary, sweet dreams, he is dosed with them, smiling... Mary also dropping eye look at him, cant help smiling...

slap of Mathew on shoulder makes him to get back to reality...

SERIES OF SCENES

EXT. COLLEGE YARD NEXT DAY-AFTERNOON

George comes to Mary sits beside on grass, they talk of something like plan for the weekend etc... both smile, have feelings hidden to each other, eyes reveal...

NEXT DAY

He waits Mary, she gets out... he calls her, talks a bit embarrassed still, asks like can i give a lift to you... she smiles, replies something, he happily opens door of car.

girls laugh like new couple, say bye! they smile, drive away saying bye...
EXT. SUPERMARKET DAY

They get out in hands packages with things needed for trip in forest... both pass by shops, George catches her palm to help walk down ladders and she looks at him, smiles... both looking happy with each other... go to his car...

END OF SERIES OF SCENES

INT. CINEMA DAY

Film is on, George trying to pass his hand over her shoulder... she is drinking coke, notices it and looks at him, pause... both laugh and he looks down like yeah I failed, scratching his head a bit embarrassed smiling...

GEORGE
Yeah, I should have some lessons...

MARY
Maybe I should teach you? joking,
just be yourself, that’s enough...
and don’t rush things...

She touches his shoulder with hers, like don’t be shy, it’s ok... both smile...

INT. GEORGE’S BEDROOM NIGHT

He takes out money, few bucks left, thinks to calculate, gets confused... shakes hand like it doesn’t matter, deer helps...

EXT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS DAY-MORNING

on the other side of street, 2 guys in jeep watching house, Leader behind sleeping... wakes up, looks at guys...

LEADER
Did he get out?...

ASH TRAY
No, not yet... why we’re following him all week long? can’t we wait in forest?

LEADER
If he keeps spending soon it ends!
Then he goes to forest for gold and we will plan what to do... just

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
LEADER (cont’d)
follow him, leave me thinking part
of the job you two, please...
Especially you, Shorty warn him if
he thinks again, ok? Do your job...

George gets out backyard, hurrying to forest, they follow
him...

EXT. FOREST DAY

George leaves bike and runs, 3 men follow him...

EXT. GRASSLAND DAY

George looks around... Men hide nearby and watch him...

GEORGE
Deer, where are you, come out
please, I’m in a hurry...

LEADER
Oh, shit... he lost mind? calling a
deer... is this password? or secret
word for some treasure?...

ASH TRAY
Maybe, like in Sesame? huh?...

LEADER
Didn’t ask you, this was rhetorical
question no need to reply!

Deer appears, all go silent... George doesn’t greet deer and
rushes to her...

GEORGE
Thanks... I got the girl I dreamed,
now I have to hold her... need some
more money as you know...

DEER
Love for money will be gone because
of it... you can’t keep it, if she
only loves your spending... why you
don’t try to be honest with her, if
she loves, she doesn’t care money!

3 men stay astonished, not getting what’s happening, DEER
TALKING!...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Just give me more gold, that’s it,
I aint asking much... it just costs you some joyful jumping...

Deer now getting his point and walks around him...

DEER
Maybe problem isn’t in her, but in you... I see gold has changed you, now you aren’t saying please, even!

GEORGE
Oh yeah, please... sorry...

Deer sighs, George ashamed a bit, hurrying... Deer feels no use to advise, runs...

DEER
As you wish good man...

Men jaw drop SURPRISED... Deer flat mood, coins fall down to stones, grass...

George greedily picks coins and even bites to check... Deer looks at him, George feels ashamed again for mistake, tries to smile fake, doesn’t work, he sighs...

soon deer runs away no words... He feels she’s upset...

GEORGE
Wait, see you soon, bye! thanks... idiot... ok, she owes me...

George takes coins and rushes...

Behind bushes, 3 men still silent watching grassland, like frozen... Smith slowly hurts skin of Ash Tray, who stares at him cold... Smith smiles polite...

SMITH
Yeah, not sleeping...

They come out, check place... between stones Smith finds a coin and bites, Leader takes away from him, bites, smiles putting it into pocket...

LEADER
Losers, we saw a miracle of the world! you two go right now to office. give high rate to him! This is a good investment I know...

(CONTINUED)
ASH TRAY
Why waste money? are we going to kill him then? I think we don’t need him anymore...

LEADER
Idiot, no need for it. I said you not to think, this is my part of the job, yours is to follow orders...

ASH TRAY
(hesitating)
Erh, ok, I also like him... well I think it’s time to say...

Leader looks at him like what I just have told you, don’t think... Smith whispers to Ash as warning...

SMITH
I warn, you’re thinking again!

ASH TRAY
Erh. just, there is hunter... I think he knows it, he brought some coins to us, they are alike...

LEADER
Well, we will deal with him too, don’t worry... this thinking was in time... but don’t try again...

INT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS DAY-AFTERNOON

George enters house rushing upstairs, Dad waiting for him to talk, man to man...

DAD
George, stop we need to talk...

GEORGE
Not now dad, I’m in rush, gotta go!

He doesn’t wait Dad’s reply and goes upstairs. Dad looks behind and rushes upstairs...

he enters room almost right after George...
INT. GEORGE’S BEDROOM DAY

George enters room and opens bag full of money... opens box and dad enters...

DAD
George, wait...

He gets surprised to see so much money and he catches hand of George...

GEORGE
You should have knocked the door...

DAD
I’m your dad! is this again money of gold? I doubt there to be so much gold in the forest... son time to tell the truth, don’t play with it. no matter whatever it’s, stop it... if it’s some criminal, let me know I’ll help. don’t scare me and mom...

GEORGE
I didn’t think you think of me that low dad... no criminal I’m cashing gold to Lombard guys in the center as I told you...

DAD
That story about gold isn’t going through with me. Tell me the truth! where you got this dirty money...

George shakes hand off, opens his bag... gets 1 coin and drops it on table...

GEORGE
You can check it! maybe dirty but pure gold and I didn’t lie to you... Thanks for trusting your son dad...

He leaves angry, dad stands still, takes gold bites... he drops it on table where son left... he goes out...

A BIT LATER

George’s sister comes in, sees the coin she bites it... drops to her pocket smiling and leaves...
EXT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS DAY

George gets out angry and drives car away...

Mom drives her car from other side and sees, son in bad mood... she also drives angry to set it down with husband...

INT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS-HALL DAY

MOM
I guess you’re here as my son left sad. you again quarreled with him?

Upstairs husband goes down slowly, trying to talk to her nice...

DAD
Maybe I overacted but this is all because I care for him, honey... and afraid he was right, didn’t lie us... He found some treasure there!

EXT. STREET DAY

George stops car. car SCREECHES and he thinks what to do...

FLASHBACK TO

EXT. COLLEGE YARD DAY

George and Mathew wait for Mary, 2 guys of Elite club of college comes... Mathew dislikes them...

JOHN and SIMON, both round them and look smiling...

JOHN
Hi George, how are you doing, nice car you got!

GEORGE
Thanks... and you came to talk of it?...

John smiles looking at Simon...

SIMON
Well, we thought maybe you should join our club? It’s free for you, if don’t like, you may leave it...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Why you decided I need to join it?

SIMON
Well, choice is yours. tonight we have party at John’s, parents away! we welcome you anytime...

GEORGE
Thanks for offering... bye...

They say bye, turn back and smile to each other, walk away...

SIMON
I hate when loser thinks he’s cool, I’ll show him soon his place. be sure he will come...

JOHN
Do you accept bet?

SIMON
Ok, 20$ enough?

JOHN
Afraid to lose? 50$, ok...

SIMON
Ok, deal, you will see...

As they get away George talks...

GEORGE
I hate these aristocrats damn...

MATEW
Me too, damn pretenders...

END OF FLASHBACK

INT. GEORGE’S CAR DAY

George driving car on road. George calls Mathew and he picks up...

GEORGE
Get ready! It’s going to be a hot night... I pick you up in 5...

He ends call and calls Mary...
GEORGE
Hi, how are you doing... you are free tonight?

MARY(O.S.)
Yeah, why...

GEORGE
Then I’m gonna pick you up in an hour, ok? Surprise! Just wait me... and put something special on!

EXT. HOUSE OF MARY DAY-SUNSET

Mathew and George wait in the car, their mood is somehow Mathew is upset...

MATHEW
You hate them, what changed you... we can go anywhere we like but not there please, they hate us...

GEORGE
No, we show them who is in charge, don’t worry...

Mary shows up and their talk ends... George smiles and opens car door, she smiles entering it...

MARY
Hi guys, how are you? drive away please faster...

BOTH
Hi Mary...

Mary hurries George to drive away...

MARY
I said parents to be with friends, drive away they shouldn’t see us...

MATHEW
Oh bad girl... hey, we’re friends, aren’t we...

Mary smiles...

MARY
I mean Lucy and Ann, who is Lucy then?
MATHEW
Oh, come on, kidding me? then it’s me, I’m much alike her in 30 years, when I take double my weight now...

MARY
Hey, don’t be mean, they are my friends...

They all laugh...

GEORGE
Stop it, come on...

MATHEW
Oh, come on, just kidding... hope you won’t tell her...

EXT. JOHN’S HOUSE NIGHT

George stops car, they get out... they come to the door to ring the bell, John opens the door like coincidence, gets surprised...

JOHN
Oh, who is here? Welcome, come in, party is hot, all waiting you guys...

He looks at Mathew like we didn’t call you or something like this, fake polite to him...

JOHN(CONT’D)
Come in, come in... you too...

Simon also shows up behind him, greets, fake happy...

SIMON
Oh, friends meet our new friend, George! you all know him and, eh, Mary, Mathew...

Simon waits till they pass by... Simon pushes John... John hands 50$ to him a bit upset, whispers angry smiling...

JOHN
This loser cost me 50 bucks, damn. he pays it soon, I don’t lose anyway... yeah, I’m smart enough...

Andrew shows up from darkness and rushes to the door as if they’ll close it...

(CONTINUED)
ANDREW
Hey wait for me, I’m coming...

JOHN
Faster, door is being locked soon...

They don’t like Andrew too...

FLASHBACK TO

EXT. JOHN’S HOUSE-FEW MINUTES AGO

POV OF ANDREW:

Andrew at shadow corner of neighbor house waiting...
George’s car stops... Andrew with 4 GUYS beside him...

ANDREW
That guy, you can take at least 1000$ if unlucky! I bet he has 10000$ right now... when he leaves I call you, just give him a lesson for the info I shared with you...

Their BOSS, serious reminds him...

BOSS
I hope you know what you’re doing? If he has no money, then someone pays us 1000$ plus interest of disturbance and moral damage...

Andrew gets afraid, he didn’t think of this side of the deal and quickly goes away...

ANDREW
Oh they’ll close the door, don’t worry he has money...

INT. JOHN’S HOUSE NIGHT

Party is on. Some girls try to attract George, he is sober, thus refuses politely...

some guys offer drugs, he refuses... John comes taking glass of martini to them...

JOHN
For the new member of our club, honored guest!...

(CONTINUED)
All cheer...

A BIT LATER

Party goes hot, beer drinking, drugs... Mathew dislikes it, stops George... George pushes him away and rushes to center to dance...

John and Simon watch him...

JOHN
Just find the mouth and pour, pour!
Sins get out themselves...

George dances with a girl, ANN, a bit hot, pulls Mary for dance... he begins to dance hot with her too, she takes off his hands, serious looking at him...

she gets away when music changes, there John comes and whispers...

JOHN
George, show her who is boss... she is yours or someone else’s... take her or someone takes her! decide, don’t let her decide...

He smiles ugly to Simon, which Mathew sees too...

George comes to Mary and pulls her to dance, she again shakes his hand off...

GEORGE
I wanna dance with you and you will...

MARY
Stop you are hurting me... Let’s leave, they aren’t glad for us...

GEORGE
They are all my new friends... This is my new world!

John and Simon applaud him while he’s showing with hands people around him...

GEORGE(CONT’D)
You gotta get used to them and respect them, honey...

(CONTINUED)
MARY
(in low voice sad)
They’re friends for money you have.
you changed, this money changed
you...

GEORGE
(talks offensive)
Yeah, I recall everyone noticed me
after that, even you...

She slaps him, pushes away and leaves... Mathew stops him,
then tries to stop Mary, till he gets to the door she leaves
out... he looks back to George, who is dancing, rushes out
to see her to taxi...

John and Simon with George talk as if real friends...

SIMON
George, don’t be upset, let her go!
she isn’t truly your level. you can
find here lots of hot girls ready
to do anything you wish... you can
try for a start, Ann!

They show Ann dancing hot and smiling to George...

JOHN
Hey George, be ready, soon it’s
going to get hot... we play poker
only chosen ones play it, within
elite club, you are among them...
Don’t drink much, enjoy it!

They laugh and John signs Ann to take care of him...

Andrew envies but happy watching this, drinks, no girl
dancing with him...

Mathew enters back and comes to George, dancing with Ann...
tries to take him away...

MATHEW
George come on it’s too late...
They aren’t really glad to us here,
Let’s go home! Mary is gone...

GEORGE
Now you want to give me advice on
what is right or wrong... why we
can’t just enjoy it? look around,
find some girl for your level...

(CONTINUED)
MATHEW
Level? you started to talk like them... Come on, let’s move out...

John and Simon seeing this, intervene pushing George to upstairs...

JOHN
Hey George, enjoying it? what’s problem why he wants you to leave, you remember what I said? hot party starts soon why to leave not trying it, what you say?

MATHEW
Leave him alone, George they aren’t friends to us...

SIMON
You see he wants to be our friend, we aren’t a friend to you, sure... Mind your own business, enjoy free ride while you got a chance for it...

MATHEW
What... George I’m gonna leave...

Simon staying behind to stop Mathew, speaks low voice...

SIMON
No one holding you... by the way who called you? you entered using George... if I were you, I would have honor to leave now... sorry only top and tough guys, you have nothing to be here don’t you see?

George talks far walking away with John...

GEORGE
Mathew, I play poker with friends! be there, enjoy it! I go down soon...

Mathew stands staring behind him and whispers.

MATHEW
They want to rob your money...

Mathew starts his way to door... Andrew glad for it too.

Simon with John exchange 5 smiling...
INT. POKER ROOM NIGHT

5 GUYS around with a GIRL, all playing poker...

George betting wild, behind Ann supporting him, soon George loses all money he has...

he tosses away all cards angrily, drunken and goes downstairs, John and Simon smile... Ann also stay behind smiling, this was a setup to rob his money...

EXT. JOHN’S HOUSE NIGHT

Simon and John sees George to the car he starts car...

SIMON
(laughing at George)
Hey, George, don’t be upset! better luck next time! we’ll invite you again!

George cant realize fully what’s happening, drunken, drives car. They laugh and go back...

George drives car to the neighbor corner slowly...

EXT. CORNER OF NEIGHBOR HOUSE NIGHT

4 guys show up with sticks, beat the glass to stop him, he drives off the road, hits onto garbage...

they take him out and search his pockets...

Andrew watches at door, goes back sipping glass of wine...

they seek but no money, beat him and break windows of car and run away...

George rises up, gets into car and drives, blues in face and blood in some places...

INT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS-HALL NIGHT

George silently goes upstairs. it’s dark, he manages to get to his room...
INT. GUEST ROOM NIGHT

Light dropping from outside to dad on sofa... sees how George passes by silently. he sits silent, but anxious...

EXT. HOUSE OF ANDREW NIGHT

Andrew walks home with a beer bottle in hand from party, it is too late, on sidewalk glad...

in the dark 4 guys walk out... Andrew slows down and looks at them, they come to light... 4 guys he ordered for beating George... he steps back and stops...

ANDREW
Hi guys, how are you doing...

GUY#1
Seems someone enjoyed party... drinking beer and martini? Free stuff like that?

ANDREW
Yeah, I hope you got rich enough too... you want some?

Andrew shows beer, offering. they hate it, not friends to share bottle...

GUY#1
We worked for free almost, we got only some 20$ or how much was it?

GUY#2
Yeah it didn’t cover even gas and someone owes us the balance...

ANDREW
Guys he had money I saw it myself... Ok maybe he spent somewhere, here 200$ I have... I hope it’s enough!

One takes money, hands it to boss...

BOSS
And you decided you can use us? Beating him for 200, is a favor... well, we aren’t friends to give a favor to you... we had a deal, less than 1000, then you pay...

(CONTINUED)
ANDREW
Guys, we didn’t deal like that.

GGuys narrow round aggressively, ready to beat him.

ANDREW (CONT’D)
ok, ok I’m gonna pay it in a week, ok?

BOSS
No credit policy, we take cash and now... you don’t have it? we return the balance... you can give it back when you have cash, you got me?

ANDREW
Wow, wow... Wait! what it means, I got confused... How you return the balance?

GUY#1
We beat that guy again, when you pay. For now, we give him a favor!

ANDREW
Oh, come on... he didn’t ask it, he won’t pay you! you’re doing a free favor to him?

BOSS
Well, we know he wants it... he’ll thank us! you used us, you owe us! pay or we beat you, it’s that simple...

They beat Andrew, leave into garbage can nearby, he yelps in pain...

EXT. JOHNSON’S HOUSE BACKYARD DAY–EARLY MORNING

George rushes to forest with bike out, Dad watches behind thoughtful through window...

EXT. FOREST GRASSLAND DAY

George comes tired and sees deer feeding grass... she looks at him and silent down keeps feeding...

GEORGE
Oh good you’re there, I need your help... give me more coins to fix my errors...

(CONTINUED)
Deer looks at, no words and keeps jumping on stones, grass...

George takes coins and raises head up to thank deer, she’s gone... he goes back looking around...

GEORGE
Thanks anyway for help...

Deer now looking after him thoughtful behind bushes and whispers.

DEER
Money can’t help with your greed, mankind!

EXT. COLLEGE DAY

George is waiting for Mary after classes, calls she isn’t picking up... looks around, waits, students pass by...

he sees Mathew gets out... rushes to talk, Mathew ignoring him...

GEORGE
Oh it’s good to see you my friend!
I need your help...

Mathew turns to him and stares...

MATHEW
Oh really, we are still friends? what about your new friends? I’m really thinking of finding my level!

GEORGE
Oh come on, we’re friends... don’t do it, I was drunk... didn’t know what I did... come on, what I gotta do to fix it? look what I have, enough to buy your dream guitar...

He shows money in bag, Mathew comes upset...

MATHEW
That is the problem George... you are trying to buy anything since you got money... Seems easy money, bye good luck...

He goes away, George sees Mary coming, turns to Mary...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Hi, Mary... wait please, we need to talk... sorry I hurt you... I...

Mary goes on ignoring him...

GEORGE (CONT’D)
Please stop, let’s talk it please...

MARY
Leave me alone, I don’t want to talk to you now....

GEORGE
Oh come on, I was drunk, not fair...

MARY
Problem isn’t in that, you changed since you started buying things... you want to buy me even, don’t you?

GEORGE
What... what is wrong if I buy things to please you and me... people buy everyday things, gifts to each other...

MARY
I don’t think you are getting my point, bye...

George stands hopeless as she leaves... he shakes hand like I can do it without you all and goes to his car...

EXT. SUPERMARKET DAY

George walking alone, in hands things he bought to please himself, he enjoys but not happy...

INT. CINEMA DAY

George watching film, laughs at funny moments, not getting out sincerely by heart...

one time puts hand over shoulder of next GUY, by mistake, takes off quickly as angry eyes of guy scare him...

getting bored, looks around to see some friend no one... sees people with friends, couples and sighs... walks out...
INT. LOMBARD DAY-CLOSING HOUR

Ash Tray, Smith and 2 NEW GUYS, Leader’s men, leave out with devices needed to trap deer...

Leader comes to security signal, turns it on, there hidden another signal parallel, he knows only... he smiles and turns it on...

LEADER
Idiots don’t think that far, but don’t be sure of it, for the reason, you are dealing with idiots!

Leaves out switching off light...

EXT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS NIGHT

George drives car to garage... He sits on bench beside house thinking of past events...

Mom gets out and sees him sad, comes to him... she hugs him, sits by side... he leans head to her shoulder...

MOM
How are you? Sonny...

GEORGE
To tell the truth?...

Mom nods yes...

GEORGE(CONT’D)
Mom, I aint that happy today... I thought once I find gold I’ll be rich and happy... today I’ve it... but not happy, why is that?

MOM
Perhaps, money can’t buy everything... maybe you started valuing people around you, with it... you changed, maybe that is the problem?...

GEORGE
You knew I was there seeking gold all the time... why you didn’t stop me? let me know that gold wont make me happy?

(CONTINUED)
MOM
Because I love you and believe one day you’ll realize it yourself and grow up... and I see this day has come... I still believe in my son, moms can’t hate sons... I’m glad that you’re growing up on your own... still you’ll be my lovely kid as always...

They hug, talk like joking...

Dad comes out, dislikes it a bit like, still kiddy son...

MOM
I think time to talk to Dad too!

George nods yes... Mom gets up, leaves dad and son to talk... Dad comes smoking...

GEORGE
Hi Dad how is it going?

DAD
Not bad, what about you?

GEORGE
Dad seems I was wrong last days... I quit seeking gold and look for summer job soon, to build my future on real dreams working hard... learned easy money isn’t not sweet enough...

DAD
It isn’t the real problem, hope you know it? good luck with job hunting!

GEORGE
I’m trying to fix it all... you’ll see I grow up and you’ll be proud of me, I promise...

They keep talking, get along like friends joking and smiling... Dad is really glad son has learned from this a lesson...

AFTER SOME TIME

They head to house it’s late already... George jokes...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Hey Dad, can I dream sometimes like
once a month or so? just kidding...
And you can keep that coin as
souvenir to yourself, Dad!

Dad smiles....

DAD
I left it there on table, that day!

George tries to recall, he didn’t see it on table, then just
decides to ignore it...

They walk to door, Dad opens it, here George stops and looks
at Dad...

GEORGE
Can I be grown up from tomorrow, to
be kiddy last time, today? I guess
it’s time to go some place to talk
to a friend...

Dad nods like ok, as he is now sure son isn’t any more
kiddy...

DAD
Hey sonny, be careful... a dream
isn’t a bad thing, I also dream...
Money too, but everything enough
when it’s enough, not money makes
it all... just feel the enough...

He blinks an eye to him and enters house...

George stays relaxed, breathes happy and takes his bike
heading to forest...

A jeep starts moving... it comes to the light, Mike inside
smiling, 5 iron teeth shine in reflection of light...

seconds later another jeep follows, it’s Leader and 4
guys...

seconds later from corner of neighbor house a GUY on a bike
comes rushing fast, in light clearly seen, it’s Andrew
chasing them, blues on face, bag behind...
EXT. FOREST GRASSLAND NIGHT

George comes to the place rushing and drops bike, looks around for deer... she doesn’t show up, he calls...

GEORGE
Deer, come out, please I need to talk...

AFTER SOME TIME

He gives up calling, slowly moving away to home, upset...

Behind step sounds on rocks heard, place gets SHINY, as deer’s above rock looking at him...

DEER
What you want good man...

Deer jumps down to grass, close to him...

GEORGE
Just to talk to you on. I dreamed if I find gold I’ll be happy man, but now I realize I aint happy...

DEER
You need some more?...

GEORGE
No, I didn’t mean that... I came just to say, erh... sorry I wanted...

Suddenly Mike throws trap net onto deer, catches and tries to tie her...

George gets shocked, deer tries to escape but no luck... she falls down as ropes, net get mixed...

Mike needs some help, deer wants to kick again his mouth... at the nick of time Mike is able to avoid it and laughs angry...

MIKE
Wow, easy... I’ve tasted all your kicks, this time it isn’t gonna work! it cost me pretty hard kicks to learn...

Mike looks to George who is coming to himself...

(CONTINUED)
MIKE (CONT’D)
Come on, loser... Don’t stay like a duck there, help... we share and be rich men of the world, hold the rope...

DEER
You called me to trap?

GEORGE
No, I didn’t know it... let her go, let her go... I give you gold...

MIKE
You think I beg when I can take? Do I look like a beggar? idiot, I came for gold, if you’re done, you may go... I didn’t get paid yet for moral damage, teeth, and shame she shit on me... Go enjoy your coins!

Mike finishes without help of George... George tries to help deer, Mike punches into stomach and kicks down...

MIKE (CONT’D)
Stay away from my trap I warned you... And this is last time...

He ties deer, sits on her stomach kicks one time as a revenge with back of foot... cleans hands and sweat, deer breathing fast...

5 men come to light. Leader applauds him... Mike gets shocked, George coming to himself, coughing and cleans face angry...

LEADER
Well, thanks for easing our job guys... I’ll send you some thanks... you may go home now...

MIKE
Who the hell you guys are?...

Leader punches to left jaw fast enough Mike couldn’t escape it and turns his face to the right back dropping a tooth, eyeballs roll up to head and he falls down saying...

MIKE
Oh, my teeth...

He faints...

(CONTINUED)
SMITH
Yeah it was him who trapped us, boss... you just got paid back...

Leader looks at him and shakes head...

LEADER
Bastard! such a lovely deer! I don’t need gold my dear, keep them with yourself... your talk is well enough to astonish whole world... just imagine, how many tickets we can sell... your job is to talk to me, to him, to friends... anyone who wants to talk to you and you can advise, help them... or talk nonsense, they still believe you, just keep talking... by the way how many languages you can talk?

Andrew comes to place watching it surprised, hiding behind bushes, lays down fast and notices he laid on shit of deer, he hates it shaking hand...

Leader looks down to Smith...

LEADER(CONT’D)
We may need teachers, shorty! She could speak more languages, greater audience we get! good idea note it...

Now turns to deer, in hands an electric BRACELET for animals...

LEADER(CONT’D)
That is it, I let you go! only let me put this bracelet on your neck, as a sign of our friendship...

He cuts ropes and puts electric bracelet to the neck of deer... deer scared, breathing hard and fast... he smiles and touches head, neck of deer while men laughing at his words...

LEADER(CONT’D)
I don’t want to lose you, my friend! We are friends now on right?

Deer as gets released, rushes away and Leader sighs, Smith tosses remote control to him, he smiles and presses button...

(CONTINUED)
Deer falls down rolling as a result of electric shock she gets...

**LEADER**

No good bye?... Not good to leave friends not saying thanks...

**DEER**

Now I get your intention... What you want from me, bad man?

**LEADER**

Bad man?... I just saved you and don’t ask gold like others... just want to be a friend with you that’s it... am I asking too much?

**DEER**

I think I don’t have a wish to talk to you before all...

**LEADER**

Too bad... and this is your thanks for saving you? I knew goodness is never gonna pay off... but I keep insisting on it... be sure!

He laughs others join too...

**DEER**

What about gold and diamonds?

**LEADER**

Well diamonds, what carat? Oh, I mean if you’re busy or have any reason best known to you not to talk with me before public you could do small favor giving gold and diamonds as much as I wish, what you say? I promise to spend 50% of it for animals and green world, so deal?

**DEER**

Deal! I give you as much as you want, but if you say enough, it all becomes waste, keep this in mind!

**LEADER**

Enough? hahaha! ok, no more usage of enough... This doesn’t count?

Deer nods yes...
CONTINUED:

LEADER(CONT’D)
Don’t worry my greed has no ends as far as I know! it’s deep hollow even scares me... you will die waiting to hear this word from me... so please, let’s start...

GEORGE
Don’t do it! sorry, it’s my fault, I brought them here... I just came to say sorry... He won’t be enough with it, he’ll keep you in cage...

LEADER
Keep this idiot shut down, when friends are talking...

Smith punches him, stands fighting position, makes him on knees...

Andrew wide eyes open hiding behind bushes, to see what happens next...

LEADER(CONT’D)
Your conscience didn’t mind gold, now let others enjoy it! Don’t mess my business with her... I’m fair...

He signs, I could use word enough 2 times, with fingers...

LEADER(CONT’D)
Oh confusing me? it won’t work with me... deal is deal... if I get richest man I let her go...

He blinks an eye to his men who smile tricky...

DEER
It’s good, you realized your mistakes! humans realize it too late sometimes...

Leader takes out phone to call some guys. looks to deer.

LEADER
Please I’ve time limited! 3 trucks en... for the start? Oh damn, how often I used this word in my life...

Implying for usage of word enough, now to guys on phone...

(CONTINUED)
LEADER (CONT’D)
Bring 3 trucks, lets see how soon they get filled! we have goods here! Smith give them details...

He tosses phone to Smith. Smith talks to give address...

Deer runs around, coins, gold bricks, diamonds drop...

Leader opens hands and laughs loud, soon pile of treasure growing around them in a low land like a pool... everyone bites coins, filling out pockets... Leader sees it and shakes head like idiots why to steal. Place becomes more shiny with gold pile...

Andrew watches with wide open mouth, moves to bushes near the pile to steal... opens huge bag and fills in gold...

EXT. PARKING FOR TRUCKS NIGHT

3 DRIVERS coming to trucks...

CHIEF DRIVER
Let’s move out guys! goods there, must be a big deal! easy money time!

DRIVER A
Last time warning guys, I don’t like it, I feel some shit smells here...

CHIEF DRIVER
Stop nonsense, you’re in or out... decide...

Driver A sighs like no choice... all drive trucks, leave out parking lot...

EXT. HIGHWAY-1 MILE AWAY NIGHT

Duty police car going slowly, 3 POLICEMEN inside talking... one sees forest shining...

OFFICER A
Hey look out there... seems forest burning, what you say? we need to go there, report it...

Officer B takes radio to report...

(CONTINUED)
OFFICER B
Fire in forest, we need to check,
send nearby units there! Operator,
report to fire emergency, over...

EXT. GRASSLAND-GOLD PILE NIGHT

Leader sees Mike getting out of pool as he comes to himself... looking around he also starts smiling ugly, a tooth missing...

Leader touches his shoulder...

LEADER
Come on, forget the conflict! I’m gentle today, you’ll take a share from this all... look around, no need to fight, lots of gold here...

Mike glad, dives into pile taking into pocket, biting them... all spread coins over their body glad and enjoying...

Smith stays off the pile alert, watching George...

Ash Tray, swallows some precious diamonds, Leader sees, sighs, others see that too...

2 new guys putting diamonds, into pockets...

Andrew taking away huge bag, into bushes, stops, thinks awhile, looks around, sees a low land like a bath... takes out spade from bike...

ANDREW
Time to work Andrew, time to dig a little bath, your own Jacuzzi!

High enough pile of gold, coins, diamonds, deer is tired can be seen, keeps running hard to satisfy Leader... Leader feels it laughs...

LEADER
More, more please! More diamonds...

He bends back looking upwards to sky, laughing loud, wide opening arms, over him coins, diamonds fall down like sparkling. men also spread over him...

Andrew fills out bag 2nd time, and gets back into bushes to fill out his little BATH...

George afraid now for deer...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Enough, you die... Stop her, please
she dies... can’t you see?...

Smith punches him down on knees... Leader looks at him...

LEADER
Why I should stop? to get waste
instead of gold? deal is deal, I
don’t say it ever! ask her to stop,
I don’t mind if she keeps running.

2 new guys begin to quarrel on a DIAMOND, unique, rare...
they beat each other rolling over the pile...

Leader looks at them angry and comes, beats both to separate and they fall down...

LEADER
What the hell you idiots doing...
can’t you see how much of them
here? en!... idiots, don’t confuse
me, or we all get waste instead of
these... lots of it... You got me?

He takes the diamond and looks into it, it differs from others... he also loves it...

LEADER(CONT’D)
Oh, this differs from others, it’s
unique, good taste guys... but...

He puts the diamond into his pocket, it’s his now on...

LEADER(CONT’D)
I keep it... we resolve it later...
let’s finish this now, ok?...

Guy#1 on top of pile sitting on back, angry and upset,
realizes he lost it forever...

GUY#1
(with sarcasm)
Got it, we both won’t see it ever...

LEADER
Till the dispute resolves... Hey!
it’s all mine I take any, when I
want! you got it? besides can’t you
see around, here lots of them, it’s
more than ENOUGH to all of us...

(CONTINUED)
He says by mistake word ENOUGH, stops talking and looks to camera, like fooled, tries to recall...

LEADER (CONT’D)
Oops... did I say enough?...

Mike is on top beside him biting a coin, ignorant, adds...

MIKE
I know, twice/twice I guess /I think twice

LEADER (sarcastic)
Thanks, for counting, idiot!

And treasure TREMBLES one time like quake... All wows, scared of falling down and it stops... all silent not moving, still quite...

Leader begins to laugh, others slowly join him...

LEADER
It was a joke?... you joked, yeah? you scared us, hahaha...

Deer stops, tired breathing fast, happy... she jumps onto top of pile and Leader stops laughing slowly...

deer hits with leg top of pile, jumping over it, blinks an eye to Leader... leader stares at her now like fooled...

LEADER (CONT’D)
No? Oh, shit...

He looks at camera, now really fooled... pile becomes deer shit from down to top fast... all could say...

ALL
oops, wow, oh shit...

And go down diving into shit all together...

CUT TO:

EXT. NOT FAR BEHIND BUSHES NIGHT

Andrew is in a pile of gold in a small hollow, he gathered, up to neck, his Jacuzzi bath, checking a DIAMOND...
ANDREW
Hmm... 8 carat, pure diamond! I
don’t need huge pool, I’m enough
with my little bath, Jacuzzi...

Suddenly it becomes waste and swallows him... He gets out angry...

EXT. GRASSLAND-GOLD PILE NIGHT

Place becomes dark as shining treasure is gone. Smith is
aside with George, looks at him like what now...

SIRENS of police cars coming, both run other ways hiding,
deer disappears...

it becomes quite seconds, till police cars come... 3 cars
stop, policemen get out... they wonder why shiny place
becomes suddenly dark...

OFFICER A
It was here? shining, now dark...

They light and see bubbling shit pool, close noses...

OFFICER A(CONT’D)
Damn deer shit... how could so much
amount pile here? how many deer,
grass, time needed to make it all?

OFFICER B
Maybe public toilet, in forest?

All look at him, what a logic...

OFFICER B(CONT’D)
Just thought maybe... /just a
thought.../an idea...

OFFICER A
Come down guys, check it anyway...
something is wrong here, feeling
some shit smelling here...

All look at him like it’s obvious, shit here... he also
looks at them, thinks, adds like never mind...

OFFICER A(CONT’D)
Just dropped off mouth...

(CONTINUED)
He walks lighting... a hand gets out suddenly, like in horror films, an OFFICER jumps up scared, helps with his stick... Ash Tray and 2 guys show up heads out of waste slowly...

leader gets out other way and looks down to his suit... he doesn’t see police yet, cleaning eyes...

LEADER
Oh damn, my new suit for 1000$...
you idiots, confused me, I lost control of my words... look what we got now, erh... who is this? Oh, police...

Policemen light up his face, he notices them and stops talking... Officer A comes to Leader, talks to him...

OFFICER A
I don’t know how you guys piled up that shit but I don’t like when strangers mess around that much in my forest. what you lost inside it, heh? something precious, you don’t just dive into shit with 1000$ suit... tomorrow we’ll seek inside deeper...

All policemen look at each other like, is he serious... leader sighs, tries not to show face clearly...

OFFICER A(CONT’D)
You guys hunters? let’s see your ID...

Policemen bring traps, electric bracelet, found in their cars... he shows them to leader...

LEADER
Not ours... they belong to hunter, where is he?...

He looks for Mike to show them, he is absent...

OFFICER A
What is this? you don’t seem to hunt, we talk this in my office, I think there is more shit inside it, you hide, that I’m gonna take out soon...

Waste moves, out of it comes Mike, lost mind like drunken as shortage of air...
OFFICER B
Oh, shit moving, get ready, freeze!
Oh, another one here?

MIKE
Where is golden deer?

He is like drunken, smiling, coming slowly to himself...

OFFICER A
Well, what gold deer?...

MIKE
Which piled up this all, damn...
/shitted up

LEADER
He was too long inside, he lost brain. don’t pay attention to him...

OFFICER A
This I will decide...

OFFICER B
This guy needs medical help... He isn’t feeling good, got too much...

He shows Ash Tray, all recall...

FLASHBACK TO:

Ash Tray is swallowing diamonds, all see it and hate him for greediness, disgusted of this...

BACK TO SCENE:

Leader’s disgusted recalling it... all are disgusted...

Ash Tray’s laid down, his stomach is pumped... as he belches, all around close nose... He talks smiling like drunken, not feeling good...

ASH TRAY
Too much luck for a night, damn! I thought, it wont end good for me!
Get me a Doc, please...

Radio report comes out...

OFFICER C ON RADIO(V.O.)
3 trucks enter forest, coming to you, we follow them...

(CONTINUED)
Officer A picks up radio and replies...

OFFICER A
Got you... block the exit...

Now to Leader and his men...

OFFICER A (CONT’D)
You friends smell more shit I see,
let’s see for what those trucks are
coming! I’m sure not for shit
here...

EXT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS NIGHT

George looks back, sees police cars going, behind the
trucks, he sighs and enters house flat mood...

EXT. ROAD NIGHT

Police cars turn off main road to forest after trucks. Smith
gets to the road through bushes, glad feeling lucky, watches
after them, keeps way somewhere on purpose to city side...

EXT. FOREST-TRUCKS DRIVING NIGHT

3 trucks enter and behind them police cars show up... Driver
A sighs... SIREN sound and police radio them...

OFFICER C OVER RADIO
Keep on going! you’re surrounded...

EXT. GRASSLAND GOLD PILE NIGHT

3 trucks stop and drivers raising up hands, get off and
police take them to the place...

Driver A pushes Chief driver...

DRIVER A
(whispers with sarcasm)
Enjoy for what he called us... I
warned, I said it smells shit...
look now, it’s exactly shit and
smells...

Chief driver pushes him to stop, but angry looking to
leader.

(CONTINUED)
DRIVER A (CONT'D)
Did he call us to load shit here?
Or something under it?

Chief driver is angry to leader, looks at him... leader implies to keep silence... they come close and police is busy with checking trucks, Chief driver whispers...

CHIEF DRIVER
You called us for waste? it costs you much... we won’t keep silence about you...

LEADER
Shhh... I’ll explain later...

Officer A hears some of words, looks at Leader suspecting...

OFFICER A
You wanted to load shit? or fond of swimming in it? where are deer? You killed them?...

All shake heads. Leader tries to put more shit onto his face to avoid police recognition, others cleaning faces, Officer A notices it too...

LEADER
We came for hunting, didn’t shoot any single bullet... you can check our ammunition and guns too...

OFFICER A
Take them all, I dig into it anyway!

OFFICER D on car sitting, ignorant eating hamburger, adds up, like to himself...

OFFICER D
Nothing good comes out of it, as always, I say...

FIRE TRUCK shows up, 3 FIREMEN get out and use water shower to wash 5 men...

now faces become clearly seen... Officer A looks at Leader and finally recognizes him...

OFFICER A
Oh, Shit! I know you! Let me introduce you guys this man, a gold treasure... Long time wanted, known (MORE)
OFFICER A (cont’d)
under nick Leader, Boris Smolin, Russian origin crime fraudster!
putting much shit on face is no help! You just get fed up with it!

Leader sighs... Officer A explains...

OFFICER A (CONT’D)
My friend in FBI will be glad to see you here in a mess like this...

LEADER
Henry Steward?

Officer A nods yes, smiling...

LEADER (CONT’D)
what a mess damn...

OFFICER A
Take down all! You all under arrest, anything you may say will be...

EXT. LOMBARD NIGHT

Smith comes exhausted of running, smiles... he opens the door of Lombard, switches off the signal, below hidden signal system turns on, Smith unaware...

INT. POLICE STATION NIGHT

OPERATOR GIRL sees signal coming from Lombard, reports over radio to all cars...

OPERATOR GIRL
All units, Lombard at city center...

INT. CAR OF POLICE NIGHT

Policemen taking away in car Leader and Ash Tray, Hunter behind to police station... Hunter still talking crazy like gone mad to himself, Leader whispers...

LEADER
Did you see Shorty?...

(CONTINUED)
ASH TRAY
He’s tricky smart, goat! escaped, maybe emptied safe already... We worked, he’ll enjoy it, hahaha... at least one will be enough with what he gets, boss!

Ash Tray smiles, Leader gets angry. suddenly radio report goes, they hear it...

OPERATOR GIRL(V.O.)
All units, Lombard at city center, avenue 17, block B, 230 is being breached... Nearby units asked to come there, possible thief breach...

Ash Tray gestures like I told you, they look at each other, it’s their Lombard... Leader shakes head swearing in Russian angry...

LEADER
Seems today only animals win! tired of goats and alike damn... Dostali kazli i podobniye...

INT. LOMBARD NIGHT
Smith rushes to the room with safe and opens safe with code...

SMITH
Good I didn’t mess with that shit... I’m enough with this gold... Oops, did I say it?...

He thinks, looking aside, to camera, then smiles...

SMITH(CONT’D)
No it doesn’t work with me, I didn’t make the deal with deer...

He pulls out the door of safe, it doesn’t open up like stuck... Smith with left hand holds safe and right on door holder and pulls hard full force, it opens quickly and...

Now view behind safe, it’s just a bit above his face... SOUND of shit falling onto him, he stands silent...

SMITH(CONT’D)
Damn shouldn’t have used that word...
SIREN of police car comes and policemen enter asking not to move... he raises hands up and turns to them... Shit mixed with dollars on his face and body... Policemen close noses...

EXT. LOMBARD NIGHT

Police cars there, taking out Smith, POLICEMAN#1 to POLICEMAN#2 pushes shoulder...

POLICEMAN#1
Look this one also in shit, too much of shit for a night, don’t you think...

Policeman#2 nods yes ignorant, smelling bad smell, closes nose...

POLICEMAN#1(CONT’D)
Something in it must be! should we take a sample to lab, what you say?

The other looks at him disgusted, serious, hands package for sampling, like do it yourself if you want...

EXT. ROAD NIGHT

Andrew is taking away his bike, all wet, dirty covered with shit, sad...

Police SIREN heard, from back, he stops. Officer D looks at him ignorant stops Jeep, talks...

OFFICER D
Yeah kiddy, not good hunting day, get on, easy... we clean you up in office... too many hunters not feeling lucky tonight...

Andrew sighs and gets on back of jeep, with bike...

INT. POLICE STATION NIGHT

They bring Smith with shit on body, Leader sees and laughs loud, others too... Officer A gets angry... his hand also gets shit somehow from Smith or items, he shakes hand off cleaning with paper...

(CONTINUED)
OFFICER A
Damn everywhere shit, couldn’t you wash him? take him away... I’m sick of this word for a month at least. No one uses it before me, ok?

Everyone nods ok... He heads to toilet, Officer D gets out, unaware his words...

OFFICER D
Where are you heading sir?...

OFFICER A
I’m going... to... what...

OFFICER D
Just, beware someone has a bad day... Last toilet stuck... full...

OFFICER A
Shhh... enough...

INT. HOUSE OF MIKE-ENTRANCE HALL NIGHT

On the wall the square souvenir gold, coin becomes shit and melting down...

EXT. HOUSE OF MIKE NIGHT

Total view front side, an angry scream of Mom gets out loud echoing...

MOM(O.S.)
Mikeyyyyy....

INT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS-KITCHEN DAY-EARLY MORNING

Next day morning, George eating meal flat mood, Mom making breakfast to family...

From upstairs his sister’s voice is heard crying... she comes down talking...

SISTER(O.S.)
Mom someone put deer waste into my pocket, sure it’s him, he’s gone hunting there!

Mom looks at George, he shakes head like I didn’t do it... Mom smiles...

(CONTINUED)
MOM
Darling maybe school friends joked or it got by chance.

She smiles to George, he recalls the coin he left for Dad which never got returned, smiles...

Sister enters angry beats George, accusing him...

GEORGE
I lost a coin, did anyone see it?

Sister gets the point, angry...

SISTER
You will pay one day, just wait...

GEORGE
You stole it my sister, not my fault... Sorry, nothing personal!

Sister leaves, both laugh after her...

EXT. COLLEGE YARD DAY

George is talking to Mathew... looks like he is sorry and after some talk, Mathew touches his shoulder like we are still friends, they smile and hug...

EXT. HOUSE OF MARY DAY

Mathew and George in car, Mary comes home other side of street...

George runs calling her with flowers behind, she listens awhile like upset, but inside ready to forgive, or why she would stop! he talks to her hiding flowers behind sincerely...

she sees flowers over his shoulder, smile shows up in her face, tries to see them, leaning to sides quickly, while George turns aside hiding, she starts smiling... both happily smile...

EXT. FOREST-NEAR MOUNTAIN DAY

It’s weekend, as planned George is guiding a group of college girls mostly to a trip into forest. George in front, looks far thoughtful like seeking for deer... behind Mary approaches and holds his hand, they walk smiling... he’s happy but not fully...
behind Mathew with LUCY, in hands NEW GUITAR, seems George bought anyway, talks much as before...

MATHEW
Lucy, you know I always thought...

Others shooting photos, enjoying trip...

MOVE TO:

EXT. DEEP FOREST DAY

Deer stares at them behind thick bushes far away from them for a moment thoughtful and then walks away...

INT. POLICE STATION DAY

Mike, Leader, Smith, Andrew, Ash Tray and others in questioning. Mike is saying there was a deer who can talk and made gold coins, others supporting him... He is on chair now relaxed, like boasting that he isn’t mad as last time it was defined by docs where he had no witnesses...

MIKE
Yeah, I’m sure damn of it as I’m sure of this day, here!

OFFICER A
(in hands profile of Mike)
Yeah, of course! But your history says, you were cured in Mental Hospital for 3 months 2 years ago, the same problem related to a Deer, claiming she blinked an eye to you, right?

MIKE
yeah, that was true, it was her who blinked an eye to me, a groundhog also did...

OFFICER A
yeah i can read, a bear also waved hand, it all written in this reports and in your profile documents from mental hospital...

All get alerted of last words, Mental Hospital... Mike, getting confused, one of eyes flying as he is getting nervous, where this all leading to, he can see... Leader also sighs, realizing what it all means to them...

(CONTINUED)
OFFICER A (CONT’D)
so this is your firm report to us?

MIKE
yeah, but, it was real, this time I have lots of witnesses, ask any of them... they can witness it! I aint gone mad!

He looks back to others, all going silent and stepping back from him, hesitating, guessing what they are going to look alike if witness...

Officer A also looks at them, like who wants to support him view... All now getting the point and stops repeating or supporting Mike’s words...

OFFICER A
well I thought so! come on guys take him away, he is yours!

3 MEDIC GUYS from Mental Hospital show up, Mike recognizes them, angry...

MIKE
No wait, they can prove my words! talk to them, what you saw all!

All keep silence, shaking head like we didn’t see! obvious anyone who tells it goes to mental hospital....

MIKE (CONT’D)
Betrayers, liars!... Ok, I take my words back, please, no!...

OFFICER A
Too late sorry, next chance is in 6 months only, dude! Advise you all to think of your words again, ok?

He looks to others smiling... All nod yes rushing, scared...

OFFICER A (CONT’D)
So, we all change our mind, right? Good, I don’t need fairy tales or rumors around my forest and land, ok? after mental hospital, if recovers he still goes into jail, so pretending mad doesn’t help much, I hope you all know it!...
EXT. GRASSLAND DAY

SUPERS: 2 WEEKS LATER...

George comes, enjoys the view and sighs... he tries to call, but stops. he sits on a stone near rocks, some happiness in face...

A SOUND of dropping stone, he looks up and sees deer looking at him... his face turns glad... deer steps down, no coins... deer on last stone before grass, makes a kick onto it...

coins fall, she keeps kicking the stone, coins go out... George smiles like stop it, you got me wrong... he raises hand to sign stop it...

GEORGE
Stop please, I didn’t come for it... because of it I lost my mind, eh, actually because of greed, that’s because of myself I want to say... I’m sorry, just came to say that...

DEER
Maybe more coins will change your mind? I know you deserve more and I still owe you for saving my life...

GEORGE
I thought we began friendship with money, wrong way. So thought, if we could start it over, right way! if you forgive me...

Deer keeps kicking faster not paying attention to his words and coins piling up, growing fast below the stone... she runs over stones making coins...

George stares at her awhile and thinks she didn’t forgive him... he shakes head... smiles glad to see her...

GEORGE
I’m just sorry, bye...

He starts to move away, Deer doesn’t stop running... looks at him and she stops...

George opens eyes a bit wide surprised and slows...

(_CONTINUED)_
DEER
Stop then! Hey can you take out this thing off, my friend! It’s hurting... I just made sure you’re still good man...

George turns back smiling...

GEORGE
Yeah, of course! We’re still friends?!

DEER
Sure, forever!...

All coins disappear and she comes close to George, touches with head his shoulder like friends... George takes off the bracelet from neck...

GEORGE
Do you mind if I bring my girl friend to meet with you?

DEER
Well she’ll be afraid to see a talking deer... Why you want it? Besides last days, too much noise was about talking deer as you know!

CUT TO:

NEWSPAPERS WITH TITLES:

Newspapers show up in view one after other, with following titles:

Hunter vs Deer! Judge puzzled!- photo of hunter pointing rifle to Deer under title. Judge catching head... or photos of Hunter, make up Deer, Judge one after one in process of court...

Hunter accuses: Deer talks!- Hunter with rifle in one hand, other hand pointing to us, angry face view under title...

Deer denies: I don’t talk!- Deer scared, shouts mouth with both front legs...

Witnesses deny: we didn’t see anything like that!- Leader and all stay silent, ignorant view...
Judge decides: Deer cant talk... 2 year mental treatment will be ENOUGH to learn it... Justice done!- Deer proud heads up smiling, Hunter scared shouting catching head with hands...

Witnesses charged for public disobedience and punished for only past criminals they did...

BACK TO SCENE

GEORGE
I’ll tell her then you talk... you don’t want more friends? she’s nice and smart, you will see!...

DEER
Well I don’t know, let’s see! hey I saw her last time with you here...

GEORGE
Oh you were watching us? I thought you didn’t see us, I looked for you...

DEER
I know thus came today, to see if we’re still friends... or I just have to pay off what I owe you...

EXT. PIZZA SHOP DAY

Summer vocation, George is working as delivery guy and talking on phone with client, taking out pizzas to clients...

talking nice to anyone around and clients, making them smile, nice mood...

EXT. HOUSE OF JOHNSONS DAY-SUNSET

George comes on scooter, Dad greets... they enter house talking and joking...

EXT. GRASSLAND DAY

George and Mary walking to waterfall holding hands, smiling... he is explaining something...

Deer appears, Mary smiles, George comes to deer and touches head... Mary wonders how she isn’t afraid of them, also a bit scared touches deer gently...

(CONTINUED)
GEORGE
Do you think animals can talk like humans?

MARY
Well every creature has its own language, what?

GEORGE
No, I mean like you and me! human language... understandable to us!

MARY
Well I don’t know, maybe... I aint sure what you’re heading to...

She smiles, deer greets her and she catches her mouth astonished... George smiling, explains it, both talk to each other discussing the miracle...

DEER
You discuss it without me, I didn’t have breakfast yet... Sorry hungry! Docs advise normal breakfast for healthy life...

MARY
What you have doctors even?

Deer like surprised, looks at Mary...

DEER
Yeah! You know that wild nature, forest docs, stuff like that, there many of them, help for free... You don’t know it? Weird, I thought all know! Besides, he said you’re smart girl...

Mary laughs surprised, as she meant animals as docs... Deer goes feeding around...

GEORGE
You reacted normally much better than me... if you could see me, my reaction that day, I was thinking I lost mind, got mad of gold fever... scared ran around till she...

Mary excited listening his first experience with deer, in the f.g deer feeding grass, raises head, looks at camera and blinks an eye...

(CONTINUED)
DEER
Do you want some gold? Or a friend?...

FADE OUT:

THE END

TO BE CONTINUED....